
THE CLOCK HOUSE

Contemporary Luxury in the Old City of Istanbul



THE CLOCK HOUSE
The Clock House, the second in the series of Ajwa Homes, owes its name to the clock on top of a brick building with smooth, 
curving features tucked away in the meandering streets of Istanbul’s uniquely quaint Old City.

Ideal for both short and long stays, this luxury four-storey, three-bedroom house offers all aspects of comfort that are 
incorporated into its design with wide living areas, a fully equipped kitchen, sauna, and penthouse with a fireplace and partial 
views of the Sea of Marmara.

LOCATION
The Clock House is located within the fabled Old City of 

Istanbul, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, at a walking distance 

to all the major mosques, museums and bazaars. Its unique 

setting allows guests to experience layers of history within 

easy reach and to delve into the splendors of Byzantine 

and Ottoman eras. It is in close proximity to historic Kucuk 

Ayasofya Mosque and the verdant Cundi Park.

scan me

SERVICE CONCEPT
The house is available for short or long-term stays. Guests have the option to request all housekeeping and maintenance 

services from nearby Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet, as well as a dedicated chef to prepare meals, a la carte, on the premises. All such 

services can be arranged according to length of stay and specific requirements of the guests. Although The Clock House can 

be booked via all reservation channels like any other hotel property, long term stay may be subject to a separate rate structure 

and rental agreement.
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GENERAL LAYOUT AND FACILITIES
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• 2 large high-ceiling bedrooms with king size beds
• 1 large high-ceiling bedroom with twin beds
• En-suite marble bathrooms with luxury amenities
• Living and dining quarters with ornate furniture and lamps
• Original paintings 
• Fully-fitted kitchen with all necessary utensils
• Sauna
• Laundry service
• Fully furnished glass covered Penthouse with fireplace
• Terrace with seating, partial sea views
• Flat screen TVs in all bedrooms and living quarters
• Wi-Fi and direct dial telephone
• Valet Parking Service
• Private street entrance
• 24-hour security/neighborhood watch
• Full access to outlets and facilities of Ajwa Hotel Sultanahmet
• Concierge and transportation services with luxury vans and sedans, on demand


